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(Answer Key)
General instruction –Attempt all the questions in neat handwriting.

Q-1 Fill in the blanks with appropriate answers.

(1X6=6)

1. We buy envelopes and stamps from the ____post office___________.
2. A ___carpenter_______________ makes furniture for us.
3. The ___sweeper__________ collects garbage from our houses.
4. I always keep __notebooks____________ and ____pencils___________ in my school bag.
5. The ___house help___________ cleans our house.
Q-2 Name and draw two things that you see in your classroom.

(2X2=4)

Any two
objects

______blackboard________________

_________duster_________________

Q-3 Guess who am I?
1. I bring letters - ______postman___________________
2. I fix taps and pipes -____plumber_________________
3. I trim your hair - ___barber____________________
4. I take care of plants and trees in your garden - _______gardener_______________

(1X4=4)

Q-4We learn many things in school like reading, dancing, singing etc. A school building has different
types of rooms. Name the room --

(1X3=3)

1. where you study - ____classroom________________
2. where you play - ______playground_______________
3. where you go when you feel unwell - ____medical room/sick room______________

Q-5 State whether the statements are true or false.

(0.5X6=3)

1. We should throw bits of paper on the floor. ___False_________
2. We visit the fruit seller when we feel unwell. ____False_______
3. The teacher teaches in the classroom. ____True________
4. School is a place where we learn and grow. ___True_________
5. A policeman catches the thieves. ___True________
6. A tailor stitches our clothes. ____True________
Q-6 Complete the following series.

(1X3=3)

1. computer room : computer :: library : ____books__________
2. tailor : shirt :: baker : __cake___________
3. policeman: police station :: doctor : ___hospital__________
Q-7 We should follow some rules in the school.Write two rules that you follow in your school.(1X2=2)
1. ___We should walk on the left side of the corridors.________________________________
Rules that you follow in
school
___________________________________________________________________________

2. ____We should wear neat and tidy uniform. __ ____ ______ ______ ______ _____ _____
____________________________________________________________________________

